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Table 1: List of Abbreviations
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RULA
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RPE
MVE

Definition
Inertial measurement unit
Musculoskeletal disorders
Individualized medically relevant information
Electroencephalography
Electromyography
Volume of oxygen consumed
Body sensor network
Experience Sampling Methods
Body mass index
American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine
Ovako Working Posture Analyzing System
Rapid Entire Body Assessment
Rapid Upper Limb Assessment
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
International Organization for Standardization
Rating of Perceived Exertion
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1 INTRODUCTION
The main goal of the BIONIC project is to prevent musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) in elderly workers.
Elderly workers in physically demanding occupations are at higher risk of overloading than younger
workers [1], which may result in MSDs. MSDs involve pain or injuries in the soft tissues (muscles,
tendons, joints, cartilage, and ligaments) and the nervous system [2]. Overloading may also result in
physical fatigue, which can result in overload at the muscle or tissue level [3]. It is known that fatigue is
one of the factors that negatively impacts worker’s safety and performance [4]. Since overloading is a
primary cause of MSDs, a necessary milestone to achieve the goal of preventing MSDs is to create a
reference framework to assess load management. We aim to base this framework on individual
parameters of the BIONIC workers, as described in Section 1.1.

1.1 AIM OF THE DELIVERABLE
In this deliverable, the primary aim is to develop an individualized user profile as a milestone towards the
ultimate BIONIC goal to prevent MSDs through personalized feedback to the user. To accomplish it, we
will first identify the mediating factors between workload (i.e. the amount of load associated with a
certain task or activity) and the individual ability to cope with it (i.e. capacity of the user). Then, we aim
to assess the influence of demographic, physical and motivational user characteristics on these factors.
The output of the user profile will be defined and will function as an input for personalized feedback
strategies.

1.2 OUTLINE OF THE DELIVERABLE
The deliverable is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 – Methodology: Description of the methods used for the development of the individualized
user profile.
Chapter 3 – Proposed Framework for the Individualized User Profile: Description of theoretical
workload-capacity and workload-injury models and proposed structure of the individualized user
profile for the BIONIC system.
Chapter 4 – Definition of the Components of the User Profile: Identification of specific user
characteristics and medical parameters that are of relevance for the individualized user profile.
Chapter 5 – User Profile Scenarios: Description of a possible real-life implementation of the
individualized user profile.
Chapter 6 – Conclusion: Summary of the main findings and link to future work packages in the BIONIC
project.
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2 METHODOLOGY
The medical parameters that will be measured through the BIONIC system [5] will generate a general
profile of the worker that will be used as input for feedback. The model for a general feedback is shown
in Figure 1 (top). The combined information of medical parameters generates a general user profile that
is used to provide general feedback. Single medical parameters can also provide valuable direct
feedback to the worker. Still, as stated in Chapter 1, we want to create a user profile that can lead to
tailored feedback. The need for such a user profile will be explained through an example:
Two employees are working on a brick wall. They perform exactly the same task. Using a generalized
model, they both receive a moderate fatigue score, and low ergonomic risk score. However, after a few
days, one of them starts feeling fatigued and experiences a bit of back pain. The other employee feels
fine, and can even work a little bit harder, to make up for the work of the employee with back pain. Using
the personalized user profile, not only the measured workload will be taken into account, but also for
example, age, gender, activity level at home, resting heart rate, maximum physical capacity, and many
other factors. Together with the measured workload, we can create a personalized user profile that may
adjust the fatigue and ergonomic risk score to high fatigue and high ergonomic risk for the back for the
employee that develops back pain and fatigue. These higher scores can then trigger the system to provide
tailored feedback and to suggest specific back exercises, some relaxation, or earlier bed time.
This example explains the need for a personalized user profile, where medical parameters and user
characteristics are integrated. As shown in Figure 1 (bottom), the medical parameters and user
characteristics are not only beneficial for the development of a personalized user profile, but are also
valuable input for direct tailored feedback. Still, that is outside the scope of this deliverable (grey
arrows). In fact, we will propose a framework for an individual user profile, that will be the starting point
for Task 5.1-Translation of the individual profiles into medically sound feedback strategy.

Figure 1 Moving from a general user profile to a personalized user profile in order to provide tailored feedback
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Within the BIONIC project, the focus of the individual user profile is on increasing the physical capacity,
and reducing the risk of injuries. To do so, the workload must match the physical capacity of the workers.
Therefore, our personalized user profile must be targeting both physical capacity and injury risk. Hence,
we must understand these concepts. In Chapter 3, we will describe two models from literature that
explain the relationship between workload and capacity, and between workload and injuries. Moreover,
the models will help describing how user characteristics may affect these relationships. We use both
models as a basis for defining the input of the user profile, the components of the user profile, and the
output of the user profile. The input consists of the medical parameters as described in D1.3 [5] and the
user characteristics that will be presented in Chapter 4. Following, the output of the model that may be
used for tailoring the feedback will be also presented in Chapter 4. The tailoring of the feedback will be
explained in D5.2, as a part of Task 5.1; “Translating individual profiles into medically sound feedback
strategy”.
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3 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR THE INDIVIDUALIZED USER PROFILE
3.1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section we will present models that describe the relation between workload and capacity/injury.
Such models help identifying relevant characteristics to be used in the development of an individual
user profile. In Section 3.1.1 we will present a workload-capacity model, while in Section 3.1.2 we will
present a workload-injury model, which have been selected based on the fact that they are related to
BIONIC scenarios.
3.1.1 Workload-capacity model
From literature we know that not only workload, but also individuals themselves influence workload
effects. Van Dijk et al. (1990) [6] and Westgaard and Winkel (1996) [7] describe models explaining the
influence of user characteristics on the workload effects. This section describes their models and user
characteristics they consider to be relevant.
We choose to describe only the model of Van Dijk (1990) [6] as the model of Westgaard and Winkel
(1996) [7] is similar, only with different naming conventions. This model illustrates how user
characteristics may affect the workload consequences, requiring tailored feedback to reduce risks and
prevent pain, fatigue, stress, and sleeping problems (Figure 2). It is important to define the ‘coping
capacity’ as it has a major influence on the effects of ‘loading factors’. Below the components of the
model are described.

Figure 2 Work load & capacity model, freely translated from Van Dijk et al. (1990)

Loading factors: All characteristics of the work and work context that could induce a workload. Can be
permanent or temporary. They include:
-

-

-

Work context
o Physical, chemical, biological, ergonomic factors
o Availability of tools and protection
Work content
o Formal actions to be executed and responsibilities
o Regulations about work methods, pace, materials, handling order, results
Work relationships
o Colleagues
o Supervisor, subordinates
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o Organization structure
Work regulations
o Work and break times
o Contracts and security
o Career opportunities
o Rewards

Control opportunities: The opportunities for the employee to change the loading factors. For example:
opportunity to change the work context, the work order, the use of tools, the quality of the product, or
decisions to deliver the product. Synonym: autonomy.
Direct workload effects: All temporary effects observable during work as a consequence of the loading
factors and control opportunities. For example: raised heart rate, higher adrenalin levels, temporary
fatigue or irritation, reduced reaction time, lactate accumulation in the muscles. The effects should
diminish within a few hours and not be present during the next workday.
Long-term workload effects: All effects as a consequence of the loading factors and control opportunities
that are lasting. The after-effects of the direct workload effects. They can be positive (better fitness,
more skills and knowledge) or negative (overexertion, lasting fatigue, sickness, chronic pain). Often the
long-term effects are reversible.
Coping capacity: The physical, cognitive and mental characteristics of the employee. The capacity to
perform and cope that is made available by the employee. Westgaard and Winkel (1996) use ‘effect
modifiers’ for coping capacity.
The user characteristics define the coping capacity. Houtman et al. (2001) [8] list the following
categories of user characteristics that define the coping capacity:
-

General work ability
Fitness, muscle strength, and aerobic capacity
Personality traits
Coping styles, methods of dealing with problems
Skills
Lifestyle, health, medical history

Van Dijk et al. (1990) distinguish between ‘habitual’ (such as gender and education level) and
‘instantaneous’ characteristics (such as fatigue and motivation). Westgaard and Winkel (1996) also
describe age as a habitual characteristic. Coping capacity encompasses not only physical capacity, but
also knowledge, skills, motivation, and attitudes. It is not only about what someone can do, but also
what he wants to do.
Some factors are intermediate; they can be user characteristics that affect the coping capacity, but at
the same time direct or long-term workload effects (for example, fatigue). Some factors can be both
loading factors and workload effects (for example, posture and movement).
3.1.2 Workload-injury model
The motivation for the development of a user profile arises from the need for adaptation of workload
to each different user. Windt et al. (2016) developed a workload-injury aetiology model for athletes that
we have adapted to the BIONIC workers (Figure 3). The workload that a worker undergoes is subject to
the individual characteristics of the worker. These characteristics can be non-modifiable (e.g. age,
gender…) or modifiable (e.g. heart rate, activity level, loading/lifting weights…). Workload, intended as
the sum of the work tasks performed and the training activities in leisure time, induces a long-term
potential positive effect, which is fitness, and a potential long-term negative effect, which is physical
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fatigue. These two factors have an influence on the modifiable characteristics of a user, which we aim
to change in BIONIC by means of tailored feedback. Meanwhile, workload can also induce injuries, which
we want to avoid through a tailored ergonomic risk assessment. Therefore we identified two
individualized medically relevant components (IMRI) components that function as mediating factors
between workload and user capacity/injuries and should be present in the individual profile of the
BIONIC user: physical fatigue and ergonomic risk. They can provide direct feedback on the short term,
and reduce the risk of injuries on the long term, since they have an effect on the modifiable
characteristics of a worker.

Figure 3 Workload-injury aetiology model adapted from Windt et. al [9]

3.2 PROTOTYPE OF THE INDIVIDUALIZED USER PROFILE
Combining information from the models of Van Dijk [6] and Windt [9], we propose a reference frame
for user profiling in order to adapt workload to the characteristics of the worker (Figure 4). The term
workload applies to the load required in a task that can be both in the work setting and in leisure time of
the user. We use coping capacity as defined in Section 3.1 and distinguish between physical coping
capacity and cognitive/mental coping capacity. Using the framework shown in Figure 4, the BIONIC
system will be able for example to provide insight about the decision to adapt the number of repetitions
in a work shift to the needs of a specific user, while also adapting the distance of an outside run that is
performed by the user after work. In other words, the components of the individualized user profile
help us finding a mismatch between the capacity of a user and the workload.
Individualized medically relevant information (IMRI) components of the individual user profile have each
of the following characteristics: they can be measured by means of medical/workload parameters; they
are influenced/interpreted by user characteristics; they are used as input for the personalized feedback
to the workers. The IMRI will be used for feedback as they provide information about the coping capacity
of the end user. The IMRI that we identified in Section 3.1 based on the Windt model [9] are physical
fatigue and ergonomic risk. The IMRI can be beneficial for workload adaptation both real-time and on
the long-term, as shown in the model of Figure 3.
In addition to physical fatigue and ergonomic risk, the coping capacity is also affected by subjective
medical information, namely perceived fatigue and perceived pain. These will be measured through
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experience sampling methods (ESM). The motivational profile also may affect the coping capacity. This
motivational profile will be defined in WP5 and not only aid in determining the coping capacity, but
mainly in designing the gamification and coaching strategies.
The components of the user profile that can be measured integrating information from user
characteristics and medical/workload parameters are: physical fatigue, ergonomic risk, motivational
profile, and subjective medical information. Still, also the medical/workload parameters and user
characteristics of the model will be used as input for feedback in the BIONIC system. In Chapter 4, we
will discuss the importance of each component and its relation with user characteristics and
medical/workload parameters measured by the BIONIC system.

Figure 4 Factors needed to evaluate individual coping capacity and interactions between them. In the orange frame the
components of the individualized user profile that are addressed in this deliverable are highlighted.
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4 DEFINITION OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE USER PROFILE
In D1.3 [5] we have defined medical parameters (including workload-related parameters). These are
sensor outputs from the body sensor network (BSN) that can estimate risk factors for the
musculoskeletal-related health problems that we aim to prevent/reduce. However, the medical
parameters alone cannot be translated into individualized medically relevant information (IMRI) without
knowledge about the user of the system. For example, to translate heart rate into information about
stress, we will need to know the resting heart rate as well as the maximal heart rate (physical capacity
related information), combined with the activity intensity (medical parameter). Moreover, we need to
translate a medical goal into a goal that can be measured by the medical parameters. For example, to
translate a medical goal ‘prevent back pain’ into a measurable goal, we need to know what kind of back
complaints (medical history information) the user already has, and what the dynamic and static
postures, and the loading/lifting weight (medical parameters) are throughout the day. Lastly, the BIONIC
system must be able to provide feedback and coaching in order to change behavior and reduce risk
exposure. For example, to translate static postures whereby the back is twisted (medical parameter)
and a goal of preventing back pain (medical goal) into feedback/coaching, we need to know what
motivation profile the user has (motivation, values and principles related information), but also the
leisure context in which suggested exercises should be performed.
This section will firstly present the individualized medically relevant information as the core of the
individualized user profile. We will provide a summary of ‘workload parameters and workload effects’
and how different user characteristics affect this relationship. Finally, we will explain which user
characteristics affect the risk exposure and are related to the development of musculoskeletal-related
health problems.

4.1 INDIVIDUALIZED MEDICALLY RELEVANT INFORMATION
IMRI are components of the individual user profile that: can be measured by means of medical/workload
parameters; are influenced/interpreted by user characteristics; are used as input for the personalized
feedback to the workers. The IMRI will be used for feedback as they provide information about the
coping capacity of the end user. The IMRI that we identified in the user profile based on the Windt
model [9] are physical fatigue and ergonomic risk. The IMRI can be beneficial for workload adaptation
both real-time and on the long-term.
4.1.1 Physical Fatigue
Fatigue can be considered a mediating factor between load and the ability to withstand it [10]. Enoka
and Ducheneau (2017) developed a model that takes into account the factors that influence fatigue
[11]. Muscle activation and contractile function have an effect on the performance fatigability (or
physical fatigue). The BIONIC BSN was not designed with the aim to measure parameters at a muscle
level since it would be too obtrusive. However, we aim to detect physical fatigue by means of changes
in kinetics or kinematics that are detectable with the sensors used in the BSN. In addition, there are
many other factors that may predict fatigue including temperature, heart rate, motivation, perceived
pain, and perceived fatigue. Perceived pain and perceived fatigue cannot be measured using sensors
and therefore ESM will be employed. This will be addressed later in a dedicated section about subjective
medical information (Section 4.3).
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Figure 5 Fatigue taxonomy model, adapted from Enoka and Ducheneau (2013)

Physical fatigue resulted to be strategically important from the result of focus groups, expert meetings
and questionnaire shown in D1.3 [5]. Furthermore, we believe that physical fatigue has extremely good
value in identifying individual differences in capacity between workers and therefore providing tailored
feedback. Finally lot of studies focus on the differences in biomechanics due to physical fatigue [12],
showing the advantage that it can be measured via sensors that represent one of the primary sources
of information of the BIONIC system (IMUs). We will therefore address the following questions in order
to successfully implement an individualized physical fatigue score in the BIONIC system:
1. What sensor data do we need to detect physical fatigue?
2. What is the relation between fatigue and user characteristics (age, weight..)?
The two questions will be answered in the following paragraphs. The proposed fatigue detection
research line tailored for BIONIC applications will be then presented.
State-of-the-art of fatigue detection using IMUs
IMUs are unobtrusive and cheap sensors. They have the possibility to continuously measure data in real
life applications. Only few and recent studies have explored the possibility of identifying a fatigued state
based on information from IMUs [13]–[18]. Therefore, a literature search was performed to investigate
to which extent is it possible to objectify physical fatigue using IMUs and what are the best body
locations for the sensors.
The BIONIC system will be used in different scenarios, with different constraints. Since one of the
characteristics of the BIONIC system is that it should be adaptive to its scenarios, the needs of its workers
and to not record unnecessary data, the aim of this state-of-the-art analysis is to identify: the level of
accuracy of different physical fatigue detection algorithm; the optimal combination of data used,
namely body locations for sensor placement and types of features extracted from the sensors.
To assess the potential use of fatigue detection in the BIONIC system, we analyzed studies that showed
accuracy detection metrics (sensitivity, specificity, recall...) for their algorithms. Different IMU locations
on the body were used in different sudies and are reported here. The presence of other sensors that
could be present in the BIONIC system in combination with IMUs was also included. For this reason,
studies that also include heart rate are included whereas studies that detect fatigue through obtrusive
sensors such as EEG/EMG sensors are not included. The studies that corresponded to these criteria are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2 State-of-the art fatigue detection studies that showed an accuracy level based on IMU sensor systems

Study

Application

Features used

Sensor
location(s)

Other
sensors
used

Validation
method for
fatigue
inducement
protocol
Perceived
fatigue
measured with
RPE Borg Scale

Accuracy

Baghdadi
2018 [15]

Simulated
occupational
tasks

Tibia

NA

Zhang
2014 [13]

Walking

Shank,
sternum

Maman
2017 [17]

Simulated
occupational
tasks (lifting,
carrying
weights)

Buckley
2017 [16]

Running

Zhang
2019 [14]

Simulated
occupational
tasks
(bricklaying,
wall building)

Karvekar
2019 [18]

Walking,
squatting

Statistical
features derived
from position,
velocity,
acceleration,
jerk, angular
position and
angular velocity
Statistical
features derived
from resultant
acceleration and
resultant jerk
Statistical and
biomechanical
features derived
from
acceleration and
jerk
Time and
frequency
domain features
derived from
acceleration and
angular velocity
Time and
frequency
domain features
derived from
acceleration and
jerk
Statistical
features derived
from
acceleration

NA

Maximum
voluntary
exertion (MVE)
measurement

Accuracy = 96%

Ankle,
wrist, hip,
torso

Heart
rate

Perceived
fatigue
measured with
RPE Borg Scale

Sensitivity 100%,
specificity 79%

Lumbar
spine, right
shank and
left shank

NA

Perceived
fatigue
measured with
RPE Borg Scale

Accuracy = 75%

Pelvis,
upper-arms
and thighs

NA

Intensity
measured in
kg of laid
bricks per
minute

Accuracy = 79.2%

Right shank

NA

Perceived
fatigue
measured with
RPE Borg Scale

Accuracy = 91 %

Accuracy = 90%

To determine fatigue states, a fatigue inducement was carried in all the studies. Such protocol should
be validated with a gold or lab standard technique for the detection of fatigue, but often subjective
scales such as the Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) Borg scale are used. This is because there is not a
consensus about what is a gold standard for physical fatigue. Some studies propose that such gold
standard could be the volume of oxygen consumed (VO2) [20], but this technique requires to wear a
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constrained harness, resulting to be very obtrusive for the subjects and impractical for prolonged
experiments [19].
Among the occupational tasks studies, the accuracy levels are relatively high. Baghdadi et al. (2018)
obtained an accuracy of 90% using a single IMU [15]. Still, the accuracy levels of these studies are hard
to evaluate because they are validated by subjective fatigue. Furthermore, assuming that only a single
IMU would be accepted by the workers does not allow to perform sensor optimization. The physical
fatigue states are labeled based on RPE or other perceived exertion scales, which are subjective
measures and are influenced by multiple factors other than physical fatigue. While showing a lower
accuracy level (79.2%), the fatigue inducement protocol designed by Zhang (2019) is more reliable, since
it is based on the intensity of the experimental tasks instead of perceived fatigue [14]. The most reliable
sensor locations for occupational tasks in lower extremities are the tibia and the ankle [15][17]. Still, all
the experiments were performed with simulated work tasks, which may differ from real-life scenarios.
Results are still not satisfactory in the detection of fatigue during leisure activity/physical exercise
scenarios compared to the large body of literature that studies biomechanical differences in such
applications, with a highest reported accuracy in running of 75% [19]. The lack of studies that aim to
detect fatigue states might be a reason, as the main focus in the field is on the changes in biomechanical
parameters that provide more direct insight on injury risk. Karvekar (2019) had the interesting approach
to try also fatigue classification between 4 different states, but obtained poor results (Accuracy = 61%)
probably due to the fact that only one IMU was used [18].
Influence of the user characteristics and workload parameters on fatigue
The American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (ACOEM) reported the main fatigue
risk factors in their 2012 report about fatigue risk management in the workplace. The user-related risk
factors are sleep deprivation, circadian variability, time awake and medical history [21]. Other factors
that influence fatigue and recovery are the level of training, age and body mass index (BMI) [22]. Some
studies analysed the effect of age on fatigue levels [23][24]. Other factors that were found to affect
fatigue levels are commuting time, smoking and drinking habits [25], seniority (number of years doing
that particular job) [26]. All these variables were shown to have a significant effect on fatigue. Still,
literature is very scarce about the effects of user characteristics on physical fatigue. Maman (2018)
indicates that demographic variables (i.e. age, gender) should be included in future models of physical
fatigue [17].
Lin et. al (2009) investigated the effects of age and fatigue body location on the recovery of postural
control post-fatigue. They found a significant effect of age: younger participants (between 18 and 25
years) recovered postural control faster than older participants (55-65 years), but body location did not
show significant effects [24]. Ma et al. developed a model of physical fatigue where the only personal
factor considered was the muscle strength capacity [27]. Duration of exposure, work pace and timing
of the rest are the main workload parameters to affect physical fatigue [28].
While some user characteristics and medical parameters are clearly connected to fatigue levels (e.g.
work pace, body mass), there is a lack of research on the relation between demographic characteristics
and physical fatigue. Based on literature, for example, a clear relation between age and physical fatigue
is still missing. In Sections 4.4 (Medical Parameters) and 4.5 (User Characteristics) we will present the
variables that we identify as important to have a better understanding of fatigue and ergonomic risk.
Proposed fatigue detection algorithm for BIONIC
Based on evidence from literature, IMU-based methods are effective in detecting physical fatigue for
specific work tasks and leisure activity applications. We propose to obtain in BIONIC a fatigue score that
functions as a link between the load that a subject can sustain and the load that the subject undergoes,
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in real-time as well as at the end of the working day. The BSN will monitor the workers through sensor
technology. In particular, we propose to combine data from the full BSN (worn at work) and the light
BSN (worn all day/night) with individual characteristics, to come up with an individualized fatigue score
that helps in providing feedback. We also hypothesize that more fatigue may result in more
ergonomically risky behavior.
There are still some issues to be addressed in the field of fatigue detection. Some studies focus on using
only one sensor since it is the least obtrusive option, but this way sensor optimization is not performed
and much higher accuracy levels could be missed. Moreover, the amount of data that can be streamed
in real-life scenarios (e.g. construction sites without available WiFi connection) could be limited in
BIONIC, therefore features optimization must also be performed. Furthermore, we notice that the
proposed studies only collected data from simulated work tasks. It would be ideal in the BIONIC project
to go a step further and measure fatiguing during occupational tasks on site and in the leisure setting.
Finally, from the state-of-the art fatigue detection literature it emerged that algorithms are capable to
detect fatigue in work and leisure activity scenarios at acceptable levels, but they are not taking into
account individual characteristics of the subjects. Meanwhile, studies that follow a biomechanical
approach show that the changes in biomechanical parameters due to fatigue are often individual, both
in running [12] [29] and occupational tasks [30].
Therefore we propose the following steps in the development of a fatigue detection algorithm in the
BIONIC project:
1. Development of an IMU-based algorithm for detection of physical fatigue of the workers in
cyclical movements such as running (leisure time activity)
2. Adaptation of the algorithm to work-related tasks
3. Optimization of the number of sensors and the number of features
4. Investigation the effects of individual characteristics on physical fatigue patterns
5. Development of a fatigue score (based on probability of being fatigued) adapted to individual
characteristics of the user

4.1.2 Ergonomic Risk
Ergonomic risk factors are aspects of a job that can cause biomechanical stress on the worker. The
exposure to one or more ergonomic risk factors could cause or contribute to musculoskeletal disorders
(MSDs) [31], [32]. MSDs are the most common work-related health problem in Europe, affecting millions
of workers: 44.7% of workers reported backache and 44.4% muscular pains in shoulders, neck and/or
upper/lower limbs [33].
The main ergonomic risk factors are the following:
•

•

•

Task repetitiveness: Repetitive tasks are those in which an action is repeated in the same way
several times, in short cycles, throughout the working day. High task repetition, when combined
with other risks factors such high force and/or awkward postures, can contribute to the
formation of MSD.
Forceful Exertions. Forceful exertions occur when a lot of physical effort is needed to do a task.
The most common example of forceful exertions is the manual material handling that implies
operations of carrying or securing a load by one or more workers, such as lifting, pushing, pulling
or moving. In the manual handling of loads, human effort intervenes both directly (lifting,
positioning) and indirectly (pushing, pulling, carrying).
Awkward Postures. Awkward posture refers to positions of the body that deviate significantly
from the neutral position while performing work activities. When adopting an awkward
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position, muscles operate less efficiently, and more force must be expended to do the task.
Joints of the body are most efficient when they operate closest to the mid-range motion of the
joint. Risk is increased when joints are worked outside of this mid-range repetitively or for
sustained periods of time without adequate recovery time.
Ergonomics risks are not usually attributable to a single cause, but to a combination such as those
mentioned above (postures, repetitiveness, efforts ...) [34]. In order for a combination of causes to
become a risk it is necessary that a given number of factors act as mediating factors:
•

The duration of exposure to one or several causes, which includes the number of repetitions
and the total exposure time.

•

The amount of the effort (for example, how forced is a posture, the amount of force being
applied, etc.).

•

Recovery periods: the number of pauses and breaks to prevent the excessive accumulation of
fatigue.

•

Personal variables: sex, age, physical condition, activities outside work, etc.

Ergonomic risk assessment
The goal of an ergonomic assessment is to determine the level of ergonomic risk for the job. To do that,
there are different tools and techniques that can be used depending on the type of task that is being
performed and the scope of the assessment. For example, Ovako Working Posture Analyzing System
(OWAS), Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA), and Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA) are frequently
used in construction and industry. OWAS consists of two parts: a simple observational technique for
evaluating working postures and external forces, and a set of criteria for the redesign of working
methods and places. This method roughly evaluates the full body posture and external forces by rating
the posture of different body parts (trunk, arms, legs) as well as the weight of handled load, and classifies
it into four categories of comfort and respective actions [35]. RULA is a more extensive assessment of
the observed posture of the neck, trunk, and upper limbs, while also taking into account external loads,
shocks, muscle use (static postures and repetitiveness) and leg support. This method mainly computes
ergonomic risk scores using the estimated joint angles of the upper limbs and the trunk [36]. REBA has
been developed to assess full body posture based on observed additional leg joint angles. It also adds a
coupling score compared to RULA [37]. In addition, international standards for working postures and
movements have been defined e.g. in the EN 1005-4 in 2005 (Evaluation of working postures and
movements in relation to machinery) and the ISO 11226 in 2000 (Ergonomics - Evaluation of static
working postures), and in norms defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
of the United States.
In BIONIC, OWAS [35] and ISO 11226 are the tools chosen to perform the ergonomic analysis. Both tools
are based on capturing the worker postures and movements. Combination of different body positions
with other factors (time, movements) imply a “non-acceptable posture” (ISO 11226) or a risk level
(OWAS). The analysis is personalized as these tools capture the real postures of the specific person
under analysis. Nevertheless, although the risks detected ensure a safety level for most of the
population, some aspects that can imply a “reduced capacity” are not considered. For example, age can
be a source of reduced physical capacity and, therefore, this ergonomic analysis should be
complemented and compared with an evaluation of the functional capacity of the older worker.
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4.2 MOTIVATIONAL PROFILE
Motivation profile is not only an important factor in choosing persuasive features or tailoring
gamification strategies (as will be explained in D5.1 “Definition of gamification strategy”) [38], but may
also affect physical capacity and performance. For example, soccer passing performance reduces with
fatigue, but motivated players are capable of increasing their performance despite feeling fatigued [39].
Moreover, it seems that those who are intrinsically motivated may experience increased fitness
(although the opposite may as well be the case) [40]. Among patients with chronic back pain, internal
and external motivation are predictors of functional capacity test outcomes in combination with chronic
pain behavior and sensation of pain [41]. This illustrates the importance of including motivational profile
as a component of the user profile.
Motivation to live healthily can be categorized as intrinsic motivation (leading a healthy life for personal
reasons), external regulation (leading a healthy life for external rewards and praise) or as a-motivation
(no desire to lead a healthy life) [38]. It may be possible that those with high intrinsic motivation are
also externally regulated, therefore a dual motivation profile is also possible [38]. Another classification
considers six motivation types: intrinsic motivation, integrated regulation, identified regulation,
introjected regulation, external regulation, and amotivated regulation [42].

4.3 SUBJECTIVE MEDICAL INFORMATION
How someone feels is an important determinant of their performance. If someone feels pain or fatigue,
they will not be able to perform at the same level as when they feel comfortable and energetic. In
addition, an inability to recognize feelings of pain or fatigue could result in a disturbed recovery after
overloading [5]. Moreover, the subjective experience of a physical or mental load is considered as one
of the most important measures [5] .
However, humans are not good at recalling feelings or experiences from everyday life. Already in 1925
the importance of recording mood and feelings in everyday life at the moment itself was highlighted
[43]. Nowadays, we employ Experience Sampling Methods (ESM) to record mood and feelings in
everyday life. Technology has reduced the burden on the researcher and subject, by allowing to
preprogram a smartphone or personal computer to send out questions either at fixed or at random
times (Figure 6). With a slider or Likert Scale, subjects can quickly indicate their feelings or mood at that
exact moment in time. According to Napa Scollon, Prieto and Diener (2009) ESM has five major
strengths:
-

It provides insight in the effect of feeling on behavior
It permits generalizability of research results
It allows for within-person comparisons over long periods of time
It reduces the memory bias in self-report reflections
It is easily combined with other research methods

In the BIONIC project we consider two important parameters that will be assessed using ESM: perceived
fatigue and perceived pain. Perceived fatigue is a relevant component of fatigue [11]. It can be used in
our individualized user profile to evaluate the mental coping ability of a worker. It is also a factor that
influences the user characteristics and medical parameters of the worker. Perceived pain is considered
a recurring problem by participants in our questionnaire and focus groups described in D1.3 [5]. As well
as perceived fatigue, it is a factor that also has an influence on the user characteristics and medical
parameters of a worker.
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Figure 6 Experience Sampling Methodology: Using a smartphone application, the worker can answer questions about effort,
enjoyment, and satisfaction, but also perceived pain and fatigue using a simple slider mechanism
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4.4 MEDICAL PARAMETERS
Medical parameters were already identified in Deliverable 1.3 with a user-centered approach, mainly
focusing on the needs of the workers [5]. The medical parameters were divided in three levels: MSDs to
be prevented; risk factors to be detected and/or predicted; output parameters to be measured by the
BIONIC system. The latter will be considered as input of our individual user profile, as they will be directly
measured by the system. An important subcategory of medical parameters are the workload-related
parameters, such as dynamic full body posture, duration of static posture and loading weights that are
crucial for the assessment of ergonomic risk. The medical/workload parameters that should be included
in the Individualized User Profile are reported in Table 3. The user characteristics that are needed to
tailor each medical/workload parameter to the user are summarized in the Table.
Table 3 Medical parameters, the health problems and risk factors they address, and user characteristics needed to tailor
them to the workers

Medical parameter

Risk factor

Duration of static
posture

Health
problem
Joint/ muscle
pain,
Tension/
stress
Joint/ muscle
pain

Loading/ lifting
weight

Joint/ muscle
pain

Body temperature*

Tension/
stress

Current heart rate

Fatigue/
exhaustion,
Tension/
stress
Fatigue/
exhaustion,
Tension/
stress
Fatigue/
exhaustion,
Tension/
stress
Joint/ muscle
pain,
Tension/
stress

High weight and
frequency of
lifting
Exposure to
heat, noise,
poisonous fumes
Work-life
imbalance,
Time pressure,
High work pace
Work-life
imbalance

Dynamic full body
posture

Current activity level

Sleep pattern

Subjective feeling of
fatigue and pain

How to tailor parameters to
user
Body morphology, medical
history, work experience, job
type, activity profile, fear of
movements
Body morphology, BMI, work
experience, job type, activity
profile
BMI, medical history, work
experience, job type, gender

Type of data

*Discarded from the BSN
prototype at this stage of the
project
Resting heart rate, maximal
heart rate, gender, BMI

Temperature
data from full
BSN
Physiological
data from light
BSN

Activity profile, age, BMI,
recovery rate, lifestyle, job
type, fear of movements

Activity data
from light BSN

Work-life
imbalance

Recovery rate, activity profile

Physiological
data from light
BSN

Unrealistic
perceived
capacity

Fear of movements, mood

ESM from
smartphone
application

Bad body
posture,
Time pressure,
High work pace
Bad body
posture

Kinematic data
from full BSN

Kinematic data
from full BSN
Kinetic data
from full BSN
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4.5 USER CHARACTERISTICS
Here we present the user characteristics that should be included in the profile based on the theoretical
models of Chapter 3, other literature and previous work within this project, with a similar methodology
used for the identification of medical parameters of the model. The impact of the user characteristics
on other components of the individual user profile is shown in Table 4, as well as the method to collect
them within the BIONIC system.
Age, gender and BMI are demographic characteristics that are considered important for the evaluation
of physical fatigue and ergonomic risk. Medical history has also a clear effect on physical capacity, and
therefore ergonomic risk. Work experience and job type are work task related characteristics are
considered important to assess both ergonomic risk and fatigue [44]. Resting and maximal heart rate
are needed to evaluate the current heart rate of a subject [45] . Fear of movements was shown to have
an effect on functional capacity and ergonomic risk [46]. Mood is a characteristics that can be easily
collected through experience sampling and is relevant for the motivational profile of the workers, as
well as lifestyle characteristics (e.g. smoking, alcohol, nutrition).
The remaining user characteristics can be collected by sensor data. They can be divided in three main
subcategories: physical activity, physical recovery and functional capacity. Since an intrinsic characteristic
of the BIONIC system is to collect objective data through the BSN, we will give an overview of these
three categories of user characteristics.
Table 4 User characteristics and their impact on the individualized medically relevant information

User characteristic
Age
Gender
BMI
Body morphology
Medical history
Resting + maximal heart rate
Work experience
Job type
Lifestyle
Mood
Fear of movements
Functional capacity
Activity profile
Recovery rate

Impact
Physical fatigue, ergonomic risk,
motivational profile,
Physical fatigue, ergonomic risk,
motivational profile
Physical fatigue, ergonomic risk
Ergonomic risk
Physical fatigue, ergonomic risk
Physical fatigue
Ergonomic risk, physical fatigue
Ergonomic risk, physical fatigue
Motivational profile
Motivational profile
Motivational profile, ergonomic
risk
Physical fatigue, ergonomic risk
Physical fatigue, ergonomic risk
Physical fatigue, ergonomic risk

How to collect
Upon intake
Upon intake
Upon intake
Upon intake, sensor data
Upon intake
Sensor data
Upon intake
Upon intake
Upon intake
Experience sampling
Experience sampling
Upon intake, sensor data
Sensor data
Sensor data

4.5.1 Activity profile
Physical activity in leisure time can have extremely beneficial effects on elderly workers (>50 years),
reducing chronic musculoskeletal complaints and increasing work ability [48] while increasing muscular
capacity [49], which are main aims of the BIONIC project. Furthermore, it has many side beneficial
effects such as reduced risk of cardiovascular diseases [50] and long-term absence from work due to
sickness [51]. We will describe here the association between user characteristics to be included in the
user profile and physical activity, and then propose how we could use physical activity for tailored
feedback for the ageing BIONIC target population.
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The effects of physical activity are dependent on the intensity [52]. We believe that many user
characteristics that can be measured with sensor data can be integrated to better estimate the intensity
of physical activity. To enhance the positive effects of physical activity, occupational and leisure time
must both be considered. Despite evidence that there are different effects of occupational and leisure
time physical activity, current digital health interventions promoting physical activity fail to cover the
24-hour cycle. While occupational physical activity is mostly determined by the demands of the work
activities, the physical behavior during leisure time is highly influenced by the motivation profile of the
individual to engage in physical activity. It was also suggested that an increased physical demand at work
may decrease leisure time activity [53].
Gupta et al. (2019) defined four 24-hour physical activity profiles of employed adults (Figure 7). Roughly,
employed adults may be divided in the following categories: those with evenly distributed physical
activity over occupational time, but with active leisure time (‘chimpanzees’), those more active during
occupational than leisure time (‘lions’), those active during occupational and leisure time (‘ants’), and
those who are very inactive during occupational and leisure time (‘koalas’) [54].
We expect that the activity profile affects fatigue and exposure to ergonomic risk. On the other hand,
activity profile is also affected by other components of the individualized user profile. Especially
motivation profile could play a role. This relationship will be studied as part of deliverable 5.2.

Figure 7 Classification of employed adults into four activity profiles [54]

4.5.2 Recovery rate
Physical recovery of the workers is extremely important to assess both fatigue levels and ergonomic
risk. Recovery can be measured by means of sleeping patterns that are measured as physiological data
from the BSN, and rest time that the workers have both in the work setting and at home. Age has
been shown to be linked with recovery: older workers (age > 45) higher need for recovery time
between work shifts than younger workers (age < 45) [55].
4.5.3 Functional capacity
Functional capacity is a user characteristic with a major influence on fatigue and ergonomic risk
exposure. In turn, functional capacity is also affected by many other user characteristics. A study
performed on construction workers found that older workers were found to have a lower aerobic
capacity but the same level of physical activity was required compared to younger workers [56].
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Furthermore, having pre-existing medical conditions such as a heart disease or arthritis is correlated
with doing exercise for older workers, but diseases such as depression and anxiety are negatively
associated with exercise [57]. This suggests, that functional capacity must not only be measured, but
also tailored to the user.
Functional capacity test for BIONIC
A functional capacity evaluation is a set of tools used to determine the ability of a person to function in
a variety of circumstances, most often employment. Functional capacity assessment can include several
tools, practices and observations that are normally done by physicians or that can be registered through
specific devices (e.g.: photogrammetry, inclinometers). A complementary approach are the selfadministered tests that assess several aspects of the perceived capacity of a user to perform functional
activities (e.g.: The Duke Activity Status Index).
One of the most common applications of functional capacity tests is to determine fitness for work or to
detect the potential mismatches between the job requirements and the worker capacities. To do that,
the functional assessment should provide information about the ability of the worker in relation with
the tasks performed. In BIONIC, one of the possible sources to collect information about the tasks or
job requirements is the ergonomic analysis. The ergonomic analysis inquiries about certain physical
aspects (movements, postures, forces) that are performed by the worker during their task development.
Therefore, the functional capacity test should include similar parameters as those collected by the
ergonomic analysis in order to be able to compare both. The simplest representation on how to
compare requirements and capacities is the following one, presented in Table 5:
Table 5 Functional capacity test simplified representation

Existing work requirement?
YES
YES
NO
NO

Normal capability?
YES
NO
YES
NO

SITUATION
Adequate (matching)
Inadequate (mismatching)
Adequate (matching)
Adequate (matching)

This scheme will be detailed in D4.3 and depends on how the measurement of capabilities is done.
The following aspects are the ones that are included in the ergonomic analysis:
•
•
•
•
•

Neck/head movements
Trunk movements
Arms movements
Legs (hip/knee/ankle) movements
External load / force

Therefore, the functional capacity test should consider the following items:
•

•

Ability to move and maintain the posture of the neck:
o Move the neck forward
o Move the neck backwards
o Rotate the neck (turn towards both sides)
o Move the neck laterally (with eyes forward, tilt the head to the right and left)
Ability to move and maintain the posture of the trunk:
o Move the trunk forward
o Move the trunk backwards
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o Rotate the neck (turn towards both sides)
o Move the neck laterally (with eyes forward, tilt the trunk right and left)
Ability to move and maintain the posture of one or both arms:
o Move the arms forward
o Move the arms backwards
o Rotate the arms (turn towards both sides)
o Separate the arms from the body (arm abduction)
o Move the arms towards the middle of the body (hug oneself – arm adduction)
Ability to move and maintain the postures of legs:
o Standing during a long time
o Standing with the weight on one leg
o Kneeling on one knee
o Kneeling on both knees
o Crouching or squatting
o Walking
Ability to apply force or handle loads

4.6 INDIVIDUALIZED USER PROFILE
We have previously identified a list of possible medical parameters and user characteristics to be
included in the user profile of the BIONIC system [5]. This information alone can be useful for general
feedback to the user, but a further step was needed to individualize the feedback. Therefore we are
going to propose here an individualized user profile that aims to go from a general feedback to the user
towards a tailored feedback.
The components of the user profile that were identified in the previous sections of this Chapter are
summarized in Figure 8. The user characteristics and medical parameters will be used for tailored advice
to the user about activities during leisure time. Once the advice is fed back to the user, these
characteristics could change over time. Therefore we identified which characteristics are modifiable,
which are non-modifiable and which are intermediate (affected by some user characteristics and
medical parameters but also affecting other). The medical/workload parameters are all considered
intermediate since they have an effect on user characteristics such as fitness and physical activity.
Characteristics such as age that change only over long periods of time are considered non modifiable,
as well as characteristics such as job type that could hypothetically be modifiable, but not in the BIONIC
scenarios.
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Figure 8 Framework of the personalized user profile (orange). The user characteristics and medical/workload parameters are
integrated to obtain individualized medically relevant information and, together with a motivational profile and subjective
medical information, assess the coping capacity of a worker. This will lead to tailor feedback that can help modifying the
user characteristics and medical parameters.
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5 USER PROFILE SCENARIOS
Use case scenarios for the two BIONIC applications (i.e. construction and manufactory) were designed
and presented in D1.3 [5]. Such scenarios were the result of the PACT table and two consortium
meetings held in Athens and Madrid. We will now revisit them by including the added value of the
individual user profile in the system
Scenario construction context
Manuel is a Spanish construction worker and 50 years old. He has been
working in construction for 30 years now. He works 5-6 days a week for 8-10
hours, with a short break in the morning, a one hour lunch break around
14.00 and then he works until the end of the day. In summer the work days
are longer and when it is really hot, he must stop working in the middle of
the day. Manuel is a brick layer, involving the following activities: carrying
equipment to his work place, mixing the concrete, cutting the bricks, and the brick laying itself. During
brick laying, Manuel starts at ground level and works his way up as the walls grow. During work he wears
work pants, security shoes, a simple t-shirt, and sometimes gloves and a safety vest. Manuel notices that
most accidents and injuries happen at the end of the day, when he and his colleagues get tired. Most
injuries are back injuries, but once he had the carpal tunnel syndrome, because he must hit the bricks to
firmly place them on the cement. The BSN will measure the repetitiveness of the movements perfomed
during brick laying and the duration to assess his physical activity, while the duration of breaks will be
used to assess his physical recovery. The dynamic body posture of Manuel will be measured by the BSN
during brick laying tasks. This information, combined with his age, physical activity level throughout the
work day, and physical recovery throughout the day will be used to give him feedback about his ergonomic
risk at the end of the day. His fatigue level will be measured by means of the IMUs in the BSN that he
wears during the day, and will be adapted to his age, medical history, physical recovery and physical
activity.
On his free days, Manuel does not really do exercise. He likes lying on the couch and sometimes he goes
shopping with his wife. He does not really have computer experience, but he owns a smartphone that he
uses to call and text. Manuel only finished high school and learned all the needed skills through his
extensive work experience. The physical activity and recovery levels of Manuel during his leisure time will
be measured by the BSN. This way, the system can give feedback to Manuel to go on a run if he did not
exercise the day before.
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Scenario manufacturing context
Manny is a 55 years old male, working for more than 25 years at
RRPS. He is in an assembly line handling manual labor tasks, working
7 hours a day, 35 hours a week. Recently, his work changed into shift
work, sometimes he has to start at 5 in the morning. In the morning
he has a 15 minute breakfast break and in the afternoon he has a 45
minute lunch break. He can go to a social room or go outside to the
store or to smoke. Like many of his co-workers, Manny is from a
farming family, which means that at home lots of work needs to be
done for their vineyard. However, his wife is doing most of this, as Manny acts like a couch potato as
soon as he returns from work. The physical activity and recovery levels of Manny during his leisure time
will be measured by the BSN. They seem comparable to the levels of Manuel, since they both do not
exercise at home. Still, the activity profile of Manny differs from the one of Manuel, as he is also involved
in work for the vineyard outside working hours. Therefore, the BIONIC system will be more cautious to
advice exercises during leisure time.
Manny suffers from low back pain, which is a common problem for people in the production lines. He
received pain killers for it by the company doctor, but his work activities did not change. He also has a
lack of energy all the time and is not sleeping very well. He is now visiting a physical therapist and does
exercise at the gym at work in his free time, but he does not go there very much. The individual user
profile of the BIONIC system takes into account the low back pain of Manny. This will increase the
ergonomic risk compared to Manuel, and will also be monitored by means of experience sampling asking
Manny his level of perceived pain at the end of a working day.
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6 CONCLUSION
Aim of this deliverable was to develop an individualized user profile as a milestone towards the ultimate
BIONIC goal to prevent MSDs through personalized feedback to the user. The profile was designed by
identifying physical fatigue and ergonomic risk as medical information that is influenced by the
interaction between individual user characteristics / medical parameters. Functional capacity, activity
profiles and recovery rates were identified as the most important user characteristics to be measured
with the BSN. Some of the characteristics will need further investigation since literature is still debating
their influence on user capacity. One limitation is that the thresholds for ‘’older workers’’ are set
differently in different literature studies, while the BIONIC threshold is around 55-60 years.
The characteristics identified in the profile will then be translated into medically sound feedback
strategy. Individualized parameters from both the full and the light BSN will then provide information
to the gamification app, with the ultimate goal to provide personalized feedback to the user. The design
and implementation of tailoring the feedback will be explained in D5.2, as a part of Task 5.1; “Translating
individual profiles into medically sound feedback strategy”.
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